A phylogenetic analysis of monocots and related dicots was conducted, using a four-gene matrix consisting of two genes from the plastid genome (matK and rbcL) and two from the mitochondrial genome (atpA/atp1 and cob). The taxon sample includes 101 monocots and 36 dicots, and all four genes were sampled for all 137 taxa. Jackknife support was assessed for clades resolved by the four-gene analysis, and compared to support for the same clades by each of the four three-gene subset matrices, in order to quantify the degree to which each gene contributed to or detracted from support for each clade. Instances of positively and negatively correlated support for clades by genes of the same and different genomes were observed. In particular, the placement of Acorus within a clade that also includes Tofieldiaceae, Araceae, and Alismatales s.s., as opposed to its frequent placement as sister of all other monocots, is supported by atpA and matK. The results indicate that genes from the mitochondrial genome provide a unique test of relationships that have been inferred with plastid-encoded genes.
INTRODUCTION
The plastid genome, as sampled by nucleotide sequencing of genes and other regions, has been used more extensively than any other genome in the study of plant phylogenetic relationships (e.g., Palmer & al., 2004 ; and associated review articles). Although the major initial thrust of these studies was in the area of higher-level relationships (generally at the level of the genus and above), predominantly using rbcL and other protein-encoding genes of the plastid genome, many studies also have utilized noncoding regions of the plastid genome, usually for the analysis of lower-level relationships (e.g., Shaw & al., 2005 ; and citations within). More than a decade ago, Palmer (1992) discussed the potential utility of mitochondrial genes for plant phylogenetic purposes, but in the intervening period this genome has been used relatively infrequently, while the use of low-copy-number nuclear genes, which was rare at that time, has increased dramatically. This is not to say that mitochondrial genes have been ignored. The utility of mitochondrial genes for phylogenetic studies of achlorophyllous plants has been demonstrated in groups such as the Rafflesiales (Nickrent & al., 2004) , and multigene studies often include one or more mitochondrial genes (e.g., Qiu & al., 2006) . The literature on the use of mitochondrial DNA in plant systematics, and on challenges associated with its use (such as RNA editing), are reviewed elsewhere in this symposium (Petersen & al., 2006; Qiu & al., 2006) , and readers are referred to those contributions for further information. In the present paper we examine the contribution of individual mitochondrial genes to the support of particular clades, in the context of a multi-gene analysis that also includes widely used genes of the plastid genome, with the goal of determining whether the mitochondrial genes contribute significantly to the results. Further, if they do contribute significantly, it is useful to determine whether this contribution takes the form of generalized support or opposition to the relationships supported by the plastid genome, or is a mixture of these two.
The power and utility of various genes and other character sets for phylogenetic analysis are difficult to assess, in part because true historical descent relationships among the terminals (i.e., the taxa) are not known for real data matrices of nontrivial size and complexity.
Discussion of these matters often is anecdotal, where it takes the form of ad hoc descriptions of "good" and "bad" groups supported by a particular character set (often a single gene). Incongruence among data sets sometimes is regarded as a nuisance, but it is precisely this quality that allows investigators to discover errors in earlier work, and to focus future studies on groups for which support exists for conflicting hypotheses. Indeed, progress in science is precisely a matter of disproving hypotheses, and it should be borne in mind that conflict between existing hypotheses and new evidence is the means by which this progress occurs (Popper, 1959) .
The present authors, and associates, have conducted a series of studies of relationships among monocots, using the plastid-encoded gene rbcL and the mitochondrial-encoded gene atpA, with an array of magnoliid dicots and other taxa as outgroups (Davis & al., 1998 (Davis & al., , 2004 Stevenson & al., 2000; Michelangeli & al., 2003) . Apart from the phylogenetic problems themselves, we have examined intrinsic features of the data sets such as data decisiveness (Goloboff, 1991; Davis & al., 1998) and conflicting patterns of support for alternative groupings, as assessed by bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985) and jackknife (Farris & al., 1996) analyses of subsets of the data (Davis & al., 2004) . In the present contribution we add one gene from each of these genomes (cob from the mitochondrial genome, and matK from the plastid genome), and examine patterns of congruence and conflict among the four genes in the context of an analysis of relationships among 137 taxa, including representatives of all major monocot lineages and a range of dicot outgroups. The previous analyses were conducted using parsimony as an optimality criterion (Farris, 1983) , and patterns of agreement and disagreement between the present results and those of our earlier contributions are facilitated by continuing to use the same criterion. The present results indicate that patterns of incongruence among the four genes are complex. Two genes from the same genome often support similar relationships, but the same often is true for genes from different genomes, while genes from the same genome often conflict with each other. In light of these results, several aspects of higherlevel relationship within the monocots remain controversial and deserving of continued study.
In the evaluation of monocot relationships, we focus on a set of 15 mutually exclusive lineages within the monocots, as discussed by Davis & al. (2004) in their review of monocot relationships; these groups are identified in Figs. 1-4 of the present contribution. All 15 of these groups have been resolved as monophyletic by most recent analyses in which they have been sampled in reasonable depth, and each of the groups therefore is regarded as likely to be monophyletic (though there can be no certainty on this matter). Controversy and considerable uncertainty exist with respect to relationships among these lineages, and the present focus is on these relationships.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Taxon sampling. -The taxon set includes 137 terminals (101 monocots and 36 dicots; Appendix), representing a subset of 136 of the 218 terminals examined by Davis & al. (2004) , plus Chlorophytum. All 15 major lineages of monocots identified by Davis & al. (2004) as groups of interest in the analysis of higher-level monocot relationships are represented, and the dicot sample includes representatives of early-diverging angiosperm lineages (e.g., Amborella, Nymphaeaceae, Illiciaceae), plus early-diverging lineages within the tricolpate dicots (e.g., Platanus, Nelumbo, Berberidaceae), and various additional "magnoliid" lineages for which there is evidence of a close affinity with monocots (e.g., Piperales [including Aristolochiales], Laurales, Magnoliales, and Canellales). To facilitate comparisons with previous classifications, provisional assignments of genera to families follow Kubitzki & al. (1993) and Kubitzki (1998a, b) , except as noted, and provisional assignments of families to orders and other higher-level groupings follow the revised classification of the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (i.e., the APG II system; Angiosperm Phylogeny Group, 2003). Kubitzki's taxonomic system is comprehensive for monocot genera (except for Poaceae and Orchidaceae). The assignment here of each genus to a family differs from the treatment by Kubitzki only with respect to the circumscription of Nartheciaceae, which, as treated in that work by Tamura (1998) , includes six genera in the present analysis. Two of these six genera (Aletris and Narthecium) are recognized here as elements of Nartheciaceae, and the remaining four are assigned to two other families (Pleea and Tofieldia to Tofieldiaceae, Japonolirion and Petrosavia to Petrosaviaceae; cf. Fuse & Tamura, 2000; Hilu & al., 2003; Davis & al., 2004) . The data matrix includes a sequence of each of the four genes for every terminal. This was achieved by excluding achlorophyllous taxa, and in several cases by assembling "composite" taxa (Nixon & Davis, 1991) in which the available gene sequences for individual terminals in the matrix represent different species, usually from a single genus, but in a few cases from different genera (Appendix) . In each of these cases, the species represented by each gene is believed to be more closely related to the species represented by the other three genes than to any other taxon in the matrix, though this cannot be guaranteed.
Molecular methods. -DNA sequence variation was examined at four protein-encoding loci, including 859 two from the plastid genome (rbcL and matK, encoding the large subunit of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase, and maturase K, respectively) and two from the mitochondrial genome (atpA and cob, encoding the alpha subunit of F-1-ATPase and apocytochrome b, respectively). The sequences were generated by the authors from total genomic DNA isolations, following standard PCR and automated cycle sequencing protocols, or obtained either from GenBank (where some atpA sequences are listed as atp1) or from other investigators. The set of atpA and rbcL sequences used in the present study is a subset of those analyzed by Davis & al. (2004) , except for those of Chlorophytum (for which the rbcL sequence was taken from GenBank, and the atpA sequence was determined by the authors, using the same primers that were used by Davis & al., 2004) . All of the cob sequences, except that of Oryza, which was obtained from GenBank, were generated by the authors for the present analysis, using the primers described by Petersen & al. (2006) . Most of the matK sequences were gathered from GenBank, the exceptions being the three sequences from Dasypogonaceae, which were generated using the primers described by , Cuénoud & al. (2002) , and Barfuss & al. (2005) . In some cases (cob only), where PCR amplification yielded only faint bands, PCR-generated DNA fragments were cloned with an Invitrogen TOPO TA Cloning ® Kit (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, California). Fragments were ligated into the pCR ® 2.1-TOPO ® vector and introduced into chemically competent Escherichia coli cells of strain DH5a T1 ® . Plasmid DNA then was extracted using a QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, California) and sequenced, either with the original amplification primers or with the M13 plasmid primers supplied with the cloning kit. (Table 1) . However, some regions in each of these genes were determined to be alignable only ambiguously, and therefore were excluded from analyses. One region in atpA was excluded (corresponding to sites 581-604 in the reference sequence), and seven regions in matK were excluded (corresponding to sites 201-246, 316-371, 424-469, 534-544, 649-706, 785-796, and 863-904 in the reference sequence). Also, two atpA sites (220 and 255 in the reference sequence) were excluded because sequencing of the two DNA strands often yielded conflicting results at these sites. Artifacts of this sort, reflecting imperfections in sequencing accuracy, can occur when certain combinations of nucleotides lie in close proximity to each other within a sequence (Parker & al., 1995) . As a result of these exclusions, the matrix used in the analyses included 1,233 atpA sites and 1,206 matK sites (Table 1 ). In addition to the nucleotide characters, two parsimony-informative insertion/deletion (indel) characters in atpA were included in the matrix (Davis & al., 2004) . The four-gene data matrix used in the analysis was deposited in TreeBASE (study accession number S1631).
Data analysis. -All characters, including the two atpA indels, were weighted equally and treated as nonadditive (i.e., the states unordered; Fitch, 1971) for tree searches. Nine subsets of the complete four-gene data matrix were analyzed cladistically, these being the combined four-gene matrix, the four one-gene matrices, and the four three-gene matrices that are obtained by removing each of the four genes from the four-gene matrix. The Table 1 . Characteristics of four genes as sampled across 101 monocot and 36 dicot taxa. "Length of region" is the no. of nucleotides in the sequenced region in the reference sequence for each gene (see text), prior to alignment. For atpA and the combined matrix that includes it, "+ 2" refers to the two informative insertion/deletion characters in the matrix. Tree lengths and consistency indices are calculated using matrices that include only parsimony informative characters. (Kluge, 1989; Nixon & Carpenter, 1996) . The one-gene analyses were conducted to determine tree lengths and related characteristics of the individual genes. The threegene analyses were conducted to determine the contribution of each gene to the overall level of support for clades resolved by the four-gene analysis. Support was measured by the parsimony jackknife (Farris & al., 1996) , and the contribution of each gene to the support of each clade was determined as the degree to which support was greater or lesser in a matrix that differed from the complete matrix only by the exclusion of that gene. All analyses and all calculations of tree lengths, ensemble consistency and retention indices (Kluge & Farris, 1969; Farris, 1989) , and clade support were conducted after removing parsimony uninformative characters from the data matrices. Parsimony searches of all nine data sets were conducted using conventional search strategies and the parsimony ratchet (Nixon, 1999) . Searches were conducted with the multi-thread version of NONA vers. 1.6 (i.e., " PARANONA", compiled February 26, 1998; Goloboff, 1993) , except as noted otherwise. Searches conducted with NONA used the default polytomy settings, which allow polytomies to occur (poly=), and which provide a resolution, rather than a polytomy, only when support for the resolution is unambiguous (amb-; i.e., ambiguous support is insufficient for resolution); the criterion of unambiguous support for a group is that the group's branch length is greater than zero under all possible character optimizations; conversely, support for a group is regarded as ambiguous when its minimum length is zero, and in these cases it is determined that the group is not resolved.
Gene
Conventional searches involved 1,000 individual subsearches, with each subsearch initiated by the construction of a Wagner tree, using a random-taxon-entry sequence, and with this tree then subjected to TBR swapping, with up to 20 shortest trees retained and subjected to additional branch swapping, using the command mult*, preceded by rs 0 and hold/20. All most-parsimonious trees accumulated by the 1,000 search initiations were pooled, and TBR swapping was conducted on these and all additional trees propagated during this phase of the search, with up to 100,000 trees retained and swapped, using the commands hold 100000 and max*.
Ratchet searches were conducted with WinClada vers. 1.00.08 (Nixon, 2002) , with NONA invoked as a daughter process for cladistic analysis. Ten ratchet searches were conducted, each initiated with the generation of a Wagner tree, using a random-taxon-entry sequence, followed by TBR branch swapping with one tree retained (rs 0, hold/1, mult*1) and used as the starting point for 500 ratchet cycles. In the weighted/constrained half of each ratchet cycle a randomly selected set of 10% of the characters were resampled, and a randomly selected set of 10% of the resolved clades were constrained. All most-parsimonious trees accumulated by the 10 ratchet searches were pooled, and TBR swapping was conducted on these and all additional trees propagated during this phase of the search, with up to 100,000 trees retained and swapped.
Support for clades resolved by the four-gene analysis (see below) was assessed by strict consensus jackknife analyses (Davis & al., 2004) of the four-gene matrix and each of the three-gene matrices. Each of the 1,000 replicates within each jackknife analysis consisted of four subsearches, with up to 20 trees retained during TBR swapping after each search initiation (hold/20; mult*4), followed by additional TBR swapping of all shortest trees, including those generated during this phase of swapping, with up to 100 trees retained (hold 100; max*). Character sampling for each replicate jackknife search was implemented in WinClada as described by Farris & al. (1996 ; also see Davis & al., 2004) .
RESULTS
The number of nucleotides in the sequenced regions of the reference sequences ranged from 1,043 in cob to 1,394 in matK (Table 1) . For rbcL, which had no inferred indels in the sequenced regions, and for cob, which had one inferred 3-nucleotide deletion in two taxa relative to the rest of the taxon set, the number of aligned sites was identical to the length of the sequenced region. For atpA and matK, which exhibit substantially more length variation, the number of aligned sites exceeded the number of nucleotides in the reference sequences, while the number of sites regarded as unambiguously alignable, and hence included in the analyses, was fewer. For atpA, 97% of the aligned sites were determined to be sufficiently unambiguously aligned to be included in the analysis (i.e., 1,233 of 1,277 sites; Table 1 ), while 73% of the aligned sites of matK were included (1,206 of 1,652 sites). As a consequence of these factors (length before and after alignment, and number of sites deemed unambiguously aligned), rbcL provided 31% more unambiguously aligned nucleotides than cob (1,371 vs. 1,043), with matK and atpA providing intermediate numbers. Of the available characters, 20% of those from cob and 68% of those from matK are parsimony informative, with intermediate percentages of the available characters informative for atpA and rbcL (Table 1) . Thus, matK provides 823 unambiguously aligned and informative sites, cob provides about one-fourth of this number (211), and atpA and rbcL provide intermediate numbers, for a total of 1,918 informative characters (including the two atpA indel characters) in the four-gene matrix. Tree lengths for the single-gene analyses range from 929 for cob to 6,896 for matK (Table 1) .
The two mitochondrial genes, when analyzed individually, have CIs greater than 0.30 and RIs greater than 0.65, while the CIs and RIs of the two plastid genes are less than 0.25 and 0.60, respectively (Table 1) . Analysis of the four-gene matrix yielded 48 equally parsimonious trees of length 13,934, CI 0.25, and RI 0.59. Each of the four genes has a range of lengths when mapped on these trees. Using the minimum length for each gene (the sum of which is 13,913 steps, 21 steps fewer than the actual number of steps in each of the 48 trees), the number of steps in matK is 0.4% greater on the four-gene trees than on the matK-only trees, and the corresponding increases for rbcL, atpA, and cob are 1.2%, 3.6%, and 10.9%, respectively (Table 1) .
Phylogenetic results. -Fifteen major lineages of monocots were identified by Davis & al. (2004) , and summary relationships among these groups are depicted in Fig. 1 , as resolved in the consensus of the 48 most-parsimonious trees obtained by the present four-gene analysis, and by the two-gene 215-taxon analysis of Davis & al. As in the previous analysis, the deepest branch within the monocots, as resolved by the present analysis, is between a clade that consists of four of these lineages (Araceae, Tofieldiaceae, Acorales [i.e., Acorus] and Alismatales s.s.) and another that consists of the other 11 lineages. However, within the clade of four lineages Araceae is not placed as the sister of the other three (as in the two-gene analysis). Instead, there is a trichotomy from which Araceae, Tofieldiaceae, and Acorus + Alismatales s.s. diverge. This consensus reflects the occurrence of two basic structures among the 48 trees. In some of the trees Tofieldiaceae is sister of a clade that includes the other three groups, with Araceae sister of Acorus + Alismatales s.s., and in the other trees the positions of Tofieldiaceae and Araceae are reversed.
Within the group of 11 lineages, Petrosaviaceae is the sister of the remaining ten, as in the two-gene analysis (Fig. 1) . Liliales diverge next, from the group that includes the remaining nine lineages, and in this respect the present analysis differs from the previous one, in which Dioscoreales were the next group to diverge, though jackknife support for this structure (in the form of support for the clade that included the remaining nine lineages) was minimal, at 3%. Also, among the remaining nine lineages, a clade consisting of Liliales, Nartheciaceae, and Pandanales was resolved by the twogene analysis as the sister of Asparagales + commelinids s.l., with jackknife support of just 5%, while the present analysis places a group consisting of Pandanales, Nartheciaceae, and Dioscoreales s.l. as the sister of Asparagales + commelinids s.l. This group of three lineages has jackknife support of 83%, with 89% support for a nested clade consisting of Nartheciaceae and Dioscoreales s.l. The alternative groupings in the twogene analysis had less support.
Among the six remaining groups, Asparagales are sister of the commelinids s.l. (which include the remaining five lineages), as in the two-gene analysis (Fig. 1) , but support for the commelinids s.l. is 91%, as opposed to 36% in the previous analysis, and relationships within this group are substantially different. Among the five groups within the commelinids s.l., the only major relationship that remains unchanged is the placement of Zingiberales and Commelinales as sisters. In the twogene analysis, a pectinate structure existed at the base of A possible 3-nucleotide inversion of was identified in cob, involving sites 945-947 in the reference sequence. The sequence for these sites is AAG in most taxa in the study (AGA in Oryza sativa and several close relatives). An inversion is suggested by the occurrence of CTT (the reverse complement of AAG) in all representatives of Typhaceae, Bromeliaceae, Rapateaceae, and Eriocaulaceae. These four families are not resolved as a clade by the analysis, though they are in close proximity within the Poales s.l. Hence, if the observed nucleotide pattern does reflect the occurrence of one or more inversion events, either the inferred relationships are incorrect in this region, or multiple inversions have occurred (possibly including reversions). Analysis of the four-gene matrix, following the removal of these three sites, resulted in a set of 48 trees, though not the same 48 trees that were obtained when these sites were included. However, the two sets of trees yield the same consensus tree. All further analyses included these sites.
Patterns of support for groups by different genes. -A detailed consensus tree for the four-gene analysis is presented in Figs. 2-4. We do not discuss these relationships in depth, because a study based on a larger taxon sample is in preparation. However, we note areas in which the various genes have substantial individual impacts on the results obtained, as identified by jackknife percentages in the various three-gene analyses that differ from those of the four-gene analysis by 20 or more percentage points. There are 36 groups for which the exclusion of matK has an impact of this magnitude, 18 that are affected this much by rbcL, 15 by atpA, and three by cob.
Among the groups for which the various genes provide substantial amounts of support, there are instances in which genes from the same genome have substantial and positively correlated effects on the same lineages, others in which genes from the same genome have substantial negatively correlated effects, and corresponding instances in which genes from different genomes have substantial positively and negatively correlated effects. Using a criterion of at least 20% difference in jackknife support for a group between the four-gene analysis and any of the three-gene analyses, there are two clades for which genes from the same genome have positively correlated effects. One of these is the grouping of Chlorophytum with two representatives of Hemerocallidaceae (Fig. 3) . This clade has 97% jackknife support in the four-gene analysis, but the removal of matK causes support to drop to 40%, and the removal of rbcL (with matK then included) causes support to drop to 63%. The other clade that exhibits this pattern is the one that consists of Typhaceae and Bromeliaceae (Fig. 4) .
Positively correlated support by genes of different genomes is observed in nine cases. A striking example involves the clade that consists of Tofieldiaceae, Araceae, Acorales, and Alismatales s.s. (Fig. 2) Overall support for this group by the four-gene matrix is 79%, but it is 0% in the three-gene analysis that excludes atpA, and 27% in the three-gene analysis that excludes matK. A similar pattern is observed within Bromeliaceae (Fig.  4) , where support for the clade that consists of all representatives of the family except Brocchinia is 88%, but it is 59% in the three-gene matrix that excludes atpA, and 32% in the three-gene matrix that excludes matK. Similarly, within the dicots (Fig. 2) , support by the fourgene matrix is 89% for the clade that includes Ceratophyllum and the tricolpate dicots (Nelumbonaceae, Platanaceae, Lardizabalaceae, Berberidaceae), and it drops to 69% in the three-gene matrix that excludes atpA, and to 58% in the three-gene matrix that excludes rbcL.
There are four cases of negatively correlated support by genes from the same genome. One example is the clade that is the sister of Flagellaria, within Poales s.l., which consists of all representatives of Restionaceae, Joinvilleaceae, and Poaceae (Fig. 4) . There is 63% jackknife support for this clade in the four-gene analysis, and support drops to 1% when rbcL is removed (demonstrating support for this group by rbcL), but rises to 88% when matK is removed (demonstrating conflict between matK and this grouping). A similar pattern is evident for the clade that consists of Eichhornia and Monochoria (Fig. 4) . This group has 58% jackknife support by the four-gene matrix, and it drops to 5% when matK is removed, but rises to 90% when rbcL is removed. Similarly (but in this case involving the mitochondrial genome), the clade that consists of Gyrocarpus and Neolitsea has 51% jackknife support by the overall matrix, and support drops to 18% when atpA is removed, but rises to 83% when cob is removed.
Negatively correlated support by genes from different genomes is observed for just one clade, the grouping of Lowiaceae with Strelitziaceae (Fig. 4) . Overall support for this group by the four-gene matrix is 29%, and it drops to 6% when atpA is removed, but rises to 50% when rbcL is removed.
DISCUSSION
The present analysis is based upon a data matrix that is a modified version of the two-gene (rbcL and atpA), 218-taxon data set analyzed by Davis & al. (2004) . Two additional genes (matK and cob) have been added for a subset of 136 of the taxa from the earlier analysis, and one new taxon (Chlorophytum) has been included, and scored for all four genes. Because the principal goal of the present study is to examine patterns of support by the four genes for different groups, taxa with data available for fewer than all four genes are not included. This taxon subset includes most of the dicot outgroups from the 218-taxon set, and among monocots it includes representatives of all 15 of the major lineages of interest discussed by Davis & al. (2004) . Thus, the present analysis provides an initial perspective on patterns of variation for four genes across this taxon sample, and on the interacting patterns of support by these genes for relationships among these monocot lineages. Given this goal, achlorophyllous taxa (e.g., Triuridaceae) are excluded from the present study.
The four genes utilized in this analysis exhibit a range of properties that influence their utility for phylogenetic analysis. The number of nucleotides sequenced from each of the plastid-encoded genes exceeds the number from each of the mitochondrial genes (Table 1) , but the addition of inferred indel regions, and the subsequent removal of those deemed ambiguously aligned, results in a net loss in sites for one gene from each genome (atpA and matK). This leaves rbcL as the gene providing the greatest number of unambiguously aligned sites (1,371), followed by atpA and matK (each with slightly more than (Table 1) . The percentage of unambiguously aligned sites that are parsimony informative is substantially greater for the two plastid-encoded genes than for the two mitochondrial genes, so 70% of the total number of informative characters are provided by the plastid-encoded genes. Thus, in terms of the criterion of numbers of characters, rbcL and matK contribute more to the overall matrix. By this criterion, matK contributes more than rbcL to the matrix, despite the exclusion of several regions of questionable alignment from the analysis. In both the plastid and mitochondrial genomes, the gene that presents the greatest challenge in terms of alignment also provides a greater percentage of parsimony-informative characters. The overall pattern that emerges, then, is one in which nucleotide substitution rates are greater in the two plastid genes than in the two mitochondrial genes, with a relatively fast-evolving and length-variable gene identifiable within each pair. Notably, it can never be known with certainty that all regions deemed unambiguously alignable actually are aligned correctly. A small number of misaligned sites can damage the results of an analysis dramatically, and if it is a general property of genes that those with higher rates of nucleotide transformation also have higher rates of indel activity, it may not always be appropriate to favor genes that provide the greatest numbers of (apparently) alignable nucleotide sites. The two plastid-encoded genes account for 70% of the parsimony-informative characters in the four-gene matrix, and 82% of all steps in the trees obtained from this matrix (Table 1 ; the latter figure varies slightly among the 48 trees, and the value of 82% is based on the minimum for each gene across all trees). It should not be surprising, then, that the two mitochondrial genes both exhibit greater incongruence with the trees from the combined analysis (atpA having 3.6% more steps on these trees than on trees obtained from atpA alone, and cob having 10.9% more steps on the combined trees than on trees obtained from cob, while corresponding figures for matK and rbcL are 0.4% and 1.2%, respectively). As might be predicted, the two plastid-encoded genes also have substantial effects on a greater number of clades than do the mitochondrial genes (with "substantial effect" defined for this purpose as having a difference in jackknife support ≥ 20% when a gene is excluded from the four-gene matrix). This magnitude of influence by matK is observed for a greater number of clades than for rbcL (36 vs. 18), and a similar pattern is observed for atpA vs. cob (15 clades vs. 3). Thus, if this measure of influence is adopted, each of the plastid-encoded genes has a greater influence on the results than either of the mitochondrial genes, and within each pair, the gene with the greatest substitution rate and the greatest amount of length variation has the greatest influence. The clades that are influenced in this manner are distributed throughout the overall tree (Figs. 2-4) . However, some groups that are influenced in the same way by a particular gene are in close proximity (e.g., the strong influence of atpA on the clade consisting of Tofieldiaceae, Araceae, Acorales, and Alismatales s.s., and on the clade that consists of just the latter two of these taxa, Fig. 2 ). Thus, strong support or conflict between a gene and a particular group may be manifested multiple times, and it would be inadvisable to regard a simple count of the number of groups strongly influenced by a gene as more than an approximate indication of that gene's overall contribution to the four-gene matrix. With this caveat in mind, it is still true that a gene that influences many groups throughout the tree is playing a substantial role in the overall set of relationships, and atpA has an influence on support that is comparable to that of rbcL, if not equal to it. Three of the genes influence small and large clades, but cob, which affects only three clades in this manner, has an effect only on groups of four terminals or fewer (with two of these groups involving Monimiaceae and related taxa, and the other involving relationships within Bromeliaceae). In this respect, the present results are consistent with those of Källersjö & al (1999) , who observed that the most variable and homoplasious molecular characters (i.e., individual nucleotide sites) in their sample of 2,538 rbcL sequences made the greatest contributions to overall phylogenetic structure. The present study involves four genes which differ in terms of their average characteristics, while that of Källersjö & al. (1999) focused on differences among codon positions of nucleotides within a single gene. However, the results are similar in refuting prior notions that characters that are more variable and homoplasious are of lesser value than those that are less variable and less homoplasious, and that the least variable and least homoplasious characters 
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tend to influence deeper rather than shallower relationships in a tree. In light of these results, which indicate a smaller overall influence on tree structure by the mitochondrial genes than by the plastid genes, should it be concluded that the effort and expense involved in the sequencing of mitochondrial genes is unnecessary? In reply to this question, we focus primarily on the influence of atpA. In the present analysis we have focused on jackknife support, rather than on resolution vs. lack of resolution, but the role of this gene in the resolution of many groups by the two-gene matrix was demonstrated by Davis & al. (2004) , and need not be described again here. With the four-gene matrix, atpA has a substantial effect on support for 15 clades. In some cases this support is positively correlated with that of one or the other of the two plastidencoded genes. For example, the placement of Ceratophyllum as sister of the tricolpate dicots has 89% jackknife support by the overall four-gene matrix, but this support drops to 69% in the three-gene matrix that excludes atpA, and to 58% in the three-gene matrix that excludes rbcL (Fig. 2) . Thus, atpA reinforces the support that is provided for this group by rbcL, and in the absence of relevant data from other genes, atpA provides an essential element of the 89% support provided by the four-gene matrix. Additional instances of this sort are evident in the results (Figs. 2-4) .
A more controversial role for atpA is evident in the support it provides for the grouping of Araceae, Tofieldiaceae, Acorales, and Alismatales s. s. (Figs. 1, 2) . This group, which was resolved previously by the twogene analysis of Davis & al. (2004) , conflicts with the placement of Acorus as the sister of all other monocots, as resolved by several previous analyses (e.g., Duvall & al., 1993a, b; . A recent nine-gene analysis also places Acorus among other monocots (Qiu & al., 2005) , but in that case Ceratophyllum is placed as sister of the monocots (in contrast to the placement of Ceratophyllum by the present analysis). Thus, the position of Acorus as sister of all other monocots cannot be regarded as a settled matter, and atpA (which is one of the nine genes in the matrix analyzed by Qiu & al. [2005] ) has played an important role in refuting such a placement. One notable result of the present analysis is the correlated role of matK in support of the placement of Acorus. The clade that consists of Acorus and three other monocot lineages, with 79% jackknife support, is strongly dependent on atpA, as evidenced by jackknife support of 0% for this group by the three-gene matrix that excludes atpA (Fig. 2) . However, support for this group also is also low (27%) in the three-gene matrix that excludes matK. This evidence for an underlying commonality of support for the placement of Acorus by the mitochondrial gene atpA and the plastid gene matK should be sufficient by itself to refute arguments for the exclusion of certain genes from comprehensive analyses of plant phylogenetic relationships.
Appendix. Taxa sampled for DNA sequences, accessions used for DNA isolations, and GenBank accession numbers of sequences. Genera are assigned to families according to Kubitzki (1998a 
